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THE LINMHZED CHARACTERISTICSMEI!HODAND ITS APPLICMION
TO PRACTICAL NONLINEAR SUPERSONIC PROELEMS
By Antonio Ferri
The methcxiof characteristicshas been linearized by assuming
the flow field can be represented as a basic flow field determined
nonl.inearizedmethods and a linearized supe~osed flow field that
accounts for small changes of boundary conditions. The method has
applied to two-dimensional rotational flow where the basic flow is
potential flow and to tially symmetric problems where conical flows
have been used as the basic flows. In both cases the method allows the
determination of the flow field to be simplified and the numerical work
to be reduced to a few calculations. The calculation of dally sw
metric flow can be simplified if tabulated values of some coefficients
of the conical flow are obtaind. The methcxlhas also been applied to
slender bdies without symmetry and to some three-dimensionalwing
problems where two-dimensional flow can be used as the basic flow. Both
problems were unsolved before in the approximation of nmlinearized flow.
that
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INTRODUCTION
The use of the methcd of characteristics for the solution of
supersonic-flowproblems requires numerical procedures which are lengthy
and involved and which must be repeated for each set of boundary condi-
tions. The method has received general practical application only for
two-dimensional or Wally symmetrical problems in steady flow and 6ne-
dimensional or quasi-one-dimensionalnonsteady flow, and only very few
cases of general three-dimensional flow have yet been investi~ted.
Many problems have been investigated at present by means of the
linearized theory in which the disturbance-velocity components (defined
as the difference between the local and the free-stream components of
the velocity) are considered and are small, so that terms of seumd
order or higher can be neglected. In the present paper a simplification
is intrcxlucalin the equations of motion based on the assumption that
one of the velocity components or the variation of the velocity com-
ponents,as a function of a givm,parameter can be considered small, so
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that terms of second or higher order in the quantities considered small
can be neglected. When one of the velocity components is assumed to be
small, the other two velocity components can be expressed in two parts,
one of which is large and is a function only of two coordinate positions
and the other of which is small, of the same order as the third velocity
component, and is a function of all three coordinates.
If the variations of velocity components as functions of a given
parameter are considered small, all three velocity components can be
expressed in two parts. One, large, is independent of the parameter
considered, and the other, small, is a function of the parameter con-
sidered. When the velocity components are substituted into the differ-
ential equations, the equations can be divided into two parts, and the
differential equations containing the velocity components considered small
become linear; therefore supeqosition of solutions h possible. With
this assumption the flow field can be represented for any condition by
the supe~osition on a nonlinear basic flow field of a linearized flow
perturbation. The fluw field, which represents the variation of the
basic flow due to the changes of the geometrical parameter considered,
changes linearly with the parameter. Because of the simplification,
the superposed flow field is defined by differential equations of hyper-
bolic type which have characteristic surfaces equal to the characteristic
surfaces of the basic flow field and known coefficient; therefore, the
superposed flow field can be obtaind directly without the iteration
process along the characteristic net of the basic flow.
A particular application of the linearized characteristics method
has been discussed in references 1, 2, and 3 in which bodies of revo-
lution at small angles of attack have been considered. In the present
paper the basic concept of the linearization is discussed and examples
of application to two-dimensional rotational flow, to conical flow, to
afially symmetric fluw, and to some general three-dimensional problems,
are discussd. From these examples, other applications of the same mjt&d
to supersonic steady- or nonsteady-flow problems can be visualized.
example, the methcxlcan also be applied to the determination of the flow
field in supersonic compressors or turbines having supersonic relative
velocity inside the passage. In this case, the two-dimensional flow of
the cascade of the blades at each zadial station or the axially sym-
metric flow can be assumed as the basic flow. Jn the first case the
radial component of the velocity must be assumed to be small, while in
the second case, the tangential component of the velocity must be
assumed to be small.
SYMBOLS
‘a,b,c,d,e coefficimta of the variables in the characteristic equa-
tions (defin~ case by case)
.
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E)v)c
speed of sound
coefficient
(
7-1
~ (‘o% + Vovn))
coefficients defined by equations (20) and (25)
pressure coefficient
Mach number
gas constant or radius of holograph diagram
entropy
velocity components along the x-, y-, and z-axes in Cartesian
coordinates or along x- and y-axes and perpendicular to
the meridian xy-plane in cylindrical coordinates
velocity components in polar coordinates
tangential and normal velocity components in front of the
shock
intensity of the velocity vector
Mach angle
ratio of specific heats
inclination of the characteristic lines in the plane
z = Constant or 19= Constant
coordinate of the meridian xy-plane
nates or of the N-plane in polar
polar coordinates
in cylindrical
coordinates
inclination of the velocity vector with respect to
x-axis
coordi-
the
components of the rotation along the x-, y-, and z-axes
Subscripts:
o properties of the basic flow
in.0. properties of the supeqosed linearized flow fields
4THE EQUATIONS OF TEE LIXEMWZD
Consider, for example, a flow field
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CHARACTERISTIC SYSTEM
defined by a velocity vector
V(u,v,w) the components of-which can be expressed in the form
N
U=uo+
E %%
1
N
-v=Vo+
E %nVn
1
N
w=
E %Wn
1
‘1
The relation between entropy and rotation states
#’aasCWC1VXT=2
(1)
Assume that ~ and v. are functions only of x and y, then by
neglecting terms of the order of ~2$ eqmtion (2) bec~s
*g=-vo(5-~)-voI~(* -*)- (~-*) ~anvn
-i
$~=uo(~-~)+uo~%(~ -+)+~-~)~%% (,,
J.
v
..——,—. — —— —--—
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Therefore, the entropy field can be expressed as
(4)
Assume that each coefficient El””” ~ is constant in the
entire region of the flow field where it is”not zero and is small, so
that terms of the order of ~2 or higher can be neglected. In this
flow a basic flow field exists, represented by the velocity
vector Vo(UojVo) and by the entropy distribution So, on which a
linearized flow is supe~osed, represented by a summtion of N three-
dimensional flow fields, each of which is propotiional to the corre-
sponding coefficient ~. The basic flow field is a two-dimensional
flow if Cartesisa coordinates are used or an axially symmetric flow if
cylindrical coordinates are used and can be determined by known methods.
In a similar way, a general three-dimensional flow field can be assumed
for basic flow if the flow field can be obtained by simple analysis.
The equation of motion obtained from contfiuity, momentum, and
energy equations can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates in the form
(5)
—.——.-.. ——--— --—
.—— ..—
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while, in cylindrical coordinates, the equation becomes
~($+g)-~($+g)+;=o
By use of equations (l), expression (5) becomes
(auoF+ )avo uov~ + Uovn + vo~z a.2
(6)
where
% = ~ (Uo% + ‘ovn)
The basic flow is a two-dimensional flow~ and the first part of
equation (7) must be zero; therefore, the second part of the equation
must also be equal to zero and, for each value of n,
.
,
.-— —
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()au. avo uov~ + Uovn + Vou.”F ‘c 2a. (8)
Equation (8) is a differential equation of hyperbolic type because
u 2 i-V02 > ao2 and the characteristic surfaces are cylindrical surfaceso
perpendicular to the plane z = Constant with generatrices coincident
with the characteristic lines of the two-dimensional flow. This can be
h’ &n
seen from the fact that the coefficients of the derivatives —
and ~+~
ax’ w
of equation (8) are expressed as functions of the prop-
ax ay
erties of the basic flow and are the same as the coefficients of the
a% ‘0 and *+9, whi@ define the basic flow,derivatives —
ax’ F ay
av ,
and the coefficient of’
# ‘s ‘e ‘see’ ‘or-l-e’ ‘efem”ce4’
page 282). ‘lherefo~, the disturbance flow field Vn(~,vn,wn) can be
obtained by the methd. of characteristicsby moving along the charac-
teristics surfaces which are cylindrical. The chamcteristic net, which
for the general case must be drawn in spatial coordinates, can be drawn
in this case only once for any value of a and n and is equal to the
net of the two-dimensional flow. Equation (8) can be transformed for
abpractical use. In the equation; tie terms in ~Vo, ~ h“ ho
and ~
Fw
are known terms ad are given from the two-dimensional flow
field.
Assume, in the plane ~, polar components for V and ~ for the
velocity, definal by
‘o = V. Cos To
‘o =Vo Sinqo 1
—-.. ——— .——. . -—.——--— . -—- . __ _-_.. ._ ..— _ ___ ___ .
8and, because higher-order terms are neglected,
% = Vn Cos To - ~~vo s~ To
‘n = Vn sin go + ~vo Cos To
where
v = Vo + ~Vn
P=Q~+~qn
If n is the normal to the projectim
plane z = Constant, the derivative @ is
an
}
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d
(lo)
}
(n)
of the streamline in the
expressed by
as as V+asu—=- —.
an axv ayv
(12)
By use of equations (k)” and (1), equation (12) becomes
By considering only the lowest-ofier terms, equation (13)
(13)
becomes
.
as as.
aa=q+ E
1
asn‘~%[ ~(vnvo - ‘ovn) + ~(’%vo - ‘ovn)*%6
(14)
“
-—.—. ______ .
—-—- -----—-———- -——.
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But,
asovnvo- Vovn)+
.—
ax (
because the right term
$Q(UJO ( )2aso%+aso Vo ~- I&J = -qnvo ~ ~ &--~ =
con-ins as a factor the variation of entropy
along the streamline of the’basic flow; therefore,
avn a% ao2 asn v
()
ao2 as.
x-” ‘=——- p+ An— —by 7RV ~no ~ 7RV0 ano
(15)
where no is the normal to the streamline of the basic flow in the
plane W. ‘
After several transformations the following equatims can be
obtained (see reference 2): ti the plane z = Constant along the char-
acteristic lJ.nedefined by
(16)
the following equation is valid:
d~lsin@o*Bo
-——
dz V. COS(@o+ Qo)
~nq+;:cl=o (17)
and along the characteristic
dy
—=
dx
line of the second fand.lydefined by
1
.—. ———. . . . . ——— ,—.. ..— _ -—— ———
10
the following equation is valid:
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dwn ~
.——
dz V.
qnB2 +
v
-C2=0V. (19)
where ~, B2, Cl, and C2 are coefficient functions of x, y, Vo,
dVo
q - (9!2)2
along the characteristic lines of the first
second families at each point and are independent of Vm, ~,
Wn, and, therefore, can be determined once for
used for any kind of disturbance flow in the limits
accepted. The coefficients ~, B2, Cl, and C2
following expressions:
the basic flow and
of the approximation
are given by the
1 ,p&t(2)2c0Y’royCos PO Cos(~o+ PO
1 rsink~o dSo ()~ dvo 1Cos(q.+ Po)Cos PO (Cos q. -PO)- 7R %-%=1 ‘h~o1-
()(1 dVo tan2j30+ )7-1 -.—Vodx ~ 2 Sinapo COS2$0
(20a)
(20b)
CC+o - PO)
Cos(q)o+ Po)m32Po
(20C)
.
(1+ 7-12 sin2~o)
,,
,
—
.—— _. .._— ..__ ..—.
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0(
1 dVoC2. — ‘tan%. + 7-1
v~dx z %2 Sinzpo Cos o)
11
+
(1+ ‘-12 Sinapo)
(2@
where
W
is the derivative along the characteristic of the first
til
family end
H
dVo
~ 2Y along the characteristic of the second
In order to determine the value of Wn at each -point
acteristic net, the following relations can be used in the
z = Constant:
family.
of the char-
plane
.
(a)
and, if so is a streamline projection in the plane z = Constant,
aw awu+awV av av as a2—= ——— _=
aBo axv ayv
-;r)+;E+&=x+——
az YRV
( 22)
. ..— ——_ . .. —__ _..._ .._
——_ —________ ____ ______
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In the appro-tion accepted,
,5
.
therefore, ‘
ZY7 z avn—=az ‘z
1 awn ~ avn+asn ao2
——
V. as. ‘~v az z=
1
where so is the streamline of the basic flow.
(23)
(24)
Equation (24) permits the determination of the value of w at each
point of the plane z = Constant as a function of the local variation
of Vn in the z-urection. Therefore,’by means of a step-by-steppro-
cedure, all the flow field can be dete*ed by wor~ng fi Pl~es
z = Constant where only one characteristicnet must be used, by means
aw
of equations .(17) and (19) and by determining the value of ~ at each
point of
from the
teristic
The flow
boundary
OsO
the net by means of equation (24). The calculation are started
flaw field defined, or along a surface which is not a charac-
surface, or along a characteristic surface and a stream surface.
field at the starting surface must be determined from the ‘
conditions. If the starting surface is a shock wave, the flow
at the shock surface mst be obtained from the physical properties of
the shock wave related to the boundary conditions considered. Relations
between boundary conditions and shock waves are presented in detail
subsequently for the problems considered.
Similar equations can be obtained by using cylindrical coordinates
in place of Cartesian coordinates.
Equations (17) and (19) remain the same. Only the first term
& aw
‘-es’ az becous y ae ‘d ‘he Coefficimts %
and B2 become
.
“
.
.———— —
.— —
_._—
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,
%’ =
B21 =
1
Cos PO Cos(qo + P())
1
(COB p. COB q).- PO)
sin p. si+o - l%)
Y ‘% 1(25)sin p. sin(90 + Q +%Y
Equation (25) for cylindrical coofiinates becomes (see reference 2,
equation (gcj) “
()aw avn ao2 asn Wn sin 00~ +=— —— - (26)e=constantY ae YRVOY ae Y .
The use of the linearized characteristic system is simpler in mny
cases than the complete characteristic system and reduces in some prac-
tical applications the exbent of the numerical work required, especially
if solutions of many sindlar problems are required. The same concept
can also be easily applied in the field of nonsteady or relative motion
of flows.
The flow field around slender bcdies without axial symmetry can be
obtained by m~ans of linearized methcds, and some practical three-
dimensimal problems not analyzed before in the approximation of non-
linearized flow cau be analyzed by this methcii.
In the next sections some
presented.
SCM? TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF
typical possible applications are
TEE L~ CHARACTERISTICSMETHOD
Two-Dimensional Rotational Flow Fields
Two-dimensional potential flow permits hodograph solutions, and,
therefore, any kind of two-dimensional supersonicpotential-flow solu-
tion can be obtained in the haiograph plane; the numerical solution in
the physical plane then requifis only the construction of a character-
istic net in order to find the position in the physical plane of each
point of the halograph plane. The solutions of problems in which
. .. ---- ,_ —____ ._. _ ___ ._. . ___ __ __ . ____ _
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boundary conditions are given only along a streamline are very simple
in the appro~tion of ~otential flow because in this case the velocity
is constant along a family of characteristic lines (single-wave flow);
however, similar calculations for rotational flow are much more involved,
because a step-by-stepprocedure is required for the solution on the
hcdograph plane as well as for the construction of the characteristic
net. By means of the linearized characteristicsmethd a rotational
flow field can be considered as a modification of a potential flow
field, and the linearized superposed flow is the flow which takes into
account the effect of the presence of shock waves and the effect of
rotation h the flow.
Consider, for example, a two-dimensionalprofile which prcduces a
shock wave at the leatig edge (fig. 1). If the profile is curved, the
shock is curved, and the flow behind the shock is rotational. Assume
that the flow field behind the shock can be expressed as
or
U=uo+ul > v = V. + ,Vl
v =Vo+vl > ‘?=VO+Q
\
‘=%- J
(27)
..
.
where U. and V. are the velocity components defined by a potential
flow field, which in this case is a single-wave flow, dVo— along the
%
characteristic lines of the first family is zero, and
~) v~) ~ S1
represent the flow field that takes into accout the reflections
occurring at the shock and the effects of the entropy gradient. The
flow field represented by V. smd q. can be immediately determined,
and V. and q. are constant along the characteristic lines of the
‘firstfamily, which are straight lines. The characteristicnet of the
flow Voqo can be drawn in a short time. Then, along the characteristic
of the first family>
.
——. —— ———.. ._. -_—
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where
15
(a)
\
(30) ‘
and, along the characteristic of the second family,
Equations
()clients V. ~
(29) @ (31) H ~ S@lified by intr~ucing the
ad (To+ ~,)x sJong the X--S defined as
(Vo)x ‘ (%)y@
[1
(~. + Po)x = *
y=o
fromfigure 1 that, at any point AIt can be seen
the characteristic line a, crossing the axis at A
of ordinate yA
o, the vari-
ation
()
!%
dx~ along the characteristicline of the second family
is
@;A=(vOx)Ao[-~~I;~] yA ~ol+ ‘O)X]Ao
.
1-
(sin2 q. + ‘o)Ao
(31)
fY=-
(32)
on
at A
(33)
—-.—. —— —.—___ _____ ._ .__. ..__
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because PO ~~ %J are the same at A and at Ao. Therefore,
L)
1 dVo
——=
Vo A 1
‘a~A
TN 2515
(34)
where a and b are constants along each characteristic line of the
first fsmily. T@n equation (28) along the characteristic line of the
first family becomes
Cos(% - PO) 1 ady+
‘1 Sing. + Po)Cos P()( sin$ol-by
V&l+ 7-1
(
adH43K&ll=
PO )-2 Sin%. 1 %0- bysin(qo+ S.) cos o ,
Therefore, if
a=
b=
the equation along the first
2 v
sqgo + 9.) <’
cha=cteristic
1
line becomes
~d log(lb, - by) -
(35)
( 37)
,
_— —.__.. —— —. .–—..... —..—— __
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.
and, along the second characteristic Hne,
.
dV1 sin%
(
VI dvo @Q. +
+ tan PO dql + ---J W1+— — 7-1
~ 7R V. V. 2“sin2po Cos%o )
All the coefficients of equatiom (37) ~ (38) are
characteristic lines of the first family and can be
points on the x-axis.
= o
(38)
constant along
calculated at-few
The coefficients of equations (37) ~d (33) are ~depe~~t of ~
and Vl; therefore, with one calculation from a point A and C of the
net of figure 1 the.values of’ VI and ql at a point B H be
obtained directly without the necessity of = ite-tion processy
p ~ ea~ 8teP.
incluUng also terms of the order of (Ax) Indeed, if
alJ the quantities which are variable along the characteristic lines are
expressed in the form
()“as Ax + :>$2 +O(&)~=aA+-aXA
and
(*)B=(=)A‘~=+0(h2)
then
— 1
.
(39)
Consider now eq~tims (37) @ (38). At P:fit C equation (37) @S the
form
(2),=(2-),ac+(2)Cbc+%(E)C+‘dac
,.
— -. -. —.——. — .—
——. ——
— ..—.—
18
while at point B it has the form
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then, from equation (~),
(41)
But,
Indeed,
— — —---- -_-. ..—
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and dA30
— —
‘Q)c%+ &)cm+
—
Therefore, equation
(%the order of -
-1
(37)
%)3
(
~lB
along the first Ch.aracte@stic Ike, term of
being neglected, can be written in the form
(42)
and equation (38) along-the second characteristic line, terms of the
order of (xB -
(VIB )(-V1 ~A QOA
XA)3 ~tig neglected, can be written in the form
‘+)+(’lB - %)~= ‘OB+ W ‘OA) +
. I
-1[(VI~ W+30 + ‘-1 ]](%-VOA)=O2 Sinppo Cos%o A
+
(43)
. .. . . —-...— —. ——. -____ .——___ . . . . ..__ _________ ____
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Because of the possibility of considering directly in the calculations
terms of the order of (Ax)2 also, large steps can be used in the
characteristicnet and the effect of entropy gradients can be easily
evaluated, after the basic characteristicnet and-a few streamlines of
the basic flow have been determined @ the coefficients of equa-
tions (39) and (4.0)calculated at a few points on the axis.
All the coefficients are constant along each characteristic line
of the first family; therefore, in going fram B to D, only the terms
containing ~ and y must be changed and the calculaticms are simpli-
fied to some extent with respect to the rotational-flow characteristic
calculaticms.
Axially Symetric Flow Fields
For tially symmetric flow, the eq~tion of linearized character-
istics becomes:
along the chamcteristic line Xl=tm(Po+q)o) @
along the line ~
‘*=(%- PO) *em W’ B2° cl) ‘d C2 are
defi.nedby equations (25) and (20).
The intraiuction of equations (44) and (45) shplifies noticeably
the numerical calculations without affedting sensibly the precision of
the results. The practical use can be as follows: A basic bcdy shape
is determined first by meahs of characteristic calculations, and the ,
cha=cteristic net is then obtained. The basic cal.culatims rmmt be
extended in a region in front of the shock wave determined with the
usual procedure (for example, reference 3), and in a region inside the
bcdy as shown in figure 2 in order to determine all the flow field
necessary. Thus, a reduced number of points of the characteristicnet
are chosen at which the superposed flow field for each boundary condi-
tion different from the basic shape will be determined. ‘I!henumber of
.
.— —.—
—
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points required depends on the
however, the number is usually
points A and B the disturbance
magnitude of the superposed flow field;
s7ML11,because for eati step bet~en two
velocity can be expressed in the form
(46)
()d%l” &where the term — T iS dso ticluded because, in the differ-ti2 A
ential equations (h.h)ud (45), the coefficients of the differential
equations are independent of the solution and are known at both points.
If the entropy term S1 is neglected, by applying finite-difference
methods the velocity components at a given point @ of the character-
istic net can be expressed from the values at two points f5 and gh in
the fomu
.
(M =(Vi) 1
-=-(h)g4 ::: m)8&;—- (47)f3’5 g41+n
(wg5=(wf5 ~ + (wf5 & +(h)g5~ (4a)
.
(49)
‘em (h)g4~ (%)f5J (vl)g4y ‘d (vl)f5 are functions of the bound-
ary conditions considered, ti-ilethe coefficients L, m, n) P) %
and r are functions only of the basic flow field and, therefore, must
be determined only once for any boundary condition considered. These
coefficients are:
.. —.. — ,—. —-.—_ _. ———_— ,.—. ———__ . .. . . . . . ___ ._
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(V. t= 9.) + (V. - Po)
g4 @
2
(‘g, - ‘g4)po)g4&’)g4 + @.)J%’)Ji
(’gs - ‘g4)pl)g4 ‘ (’1)J
(v. k ~o)f + (V.tanElo)
2
(‘,5 - ‘f5)pJg,@J@ + @Jf5@2’)fJ
(‘f35 [ ‘1- ‘f5) (c2)g5 + c2Jf5 t
If the entropy terms in
as~
G
are considered, two
ani (S1) ~ must be considered in equations (47)
terms h ‘(~)f5 @ (S1)g4 fi equation (49).
terms are small, they can usually be neglected in
.
(,
. (50)
more terms fi (Sl)gs
and (h8) and two more
However, because these
practical calculations.
l?ecaufleall,the coefficients are determined only once,.the deter.
minati.n of (V1)U or (CPI)6 for each bo-ry con~tion iS s@?le.
Points at the boundary can be investigated by means of equations (47),
(48), and (49). Points on the shock can be analyzed in a similar
manner. A practical calculation can be perfomed in the following way:
The basic flow field and the number of points in which the superposed
flow field will be considered having been determined, the new boundary
conditions (shape of the bdy) are placed in the characteristicnet
(fig. 3). If A is the point where the basic bcdy departs from conical
shape and OBC is the new boundary condition, the flow field between the
surface of the conical btiy OB and the conical shock OE are down from
. ..— ——
——. .—..=. .— __
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.
.
cone calculations;
la, 2a, 3a; a.ndEa
therefore, the values of V and q at each point I@,
of the basic characteristicnet are determined, and
by-difference the values of V1 and ql can be obtained. From al the
flowat the point L of the boundary canbe determined from equation (48)
, where ql is known at L, and the coefficients at L can be determined by
linear interpolation between bl and cl. IYom the values of Vl and ~
at al and Llj the correspondingvalues at bl are titerpolated. Then all
the values for the line b can be obtained. For the determination of V1
and ql at a point F on the shock wave, the equations of the shock wave
and equation (47) are valid. At the point F the values of go and V.
ware known, and from the equations of the shock wave the value of — as
h
function of q can be determined. (The value of q) fries the deviation
across the shock wave.) Therefore,
(v)F= (vo)F + (v~)F = (VO)F + (g)(h)F (5U
Then, equation (47), applied between the points 4b and F, gives
(52)
and the value of (W H be determined.F
The work required in the calculation of the flow field for the
basic bdy p.ndthe determination of the coefficients L, m, n, p, ~
and r can be reduced to a minimm if conical bodies are assumed as
basic bcxtiesfor the calculations, because in this case the basic flow
is available in tabulated values (reference 5) md the coefficients L,
% n, p, q, and r are functions only of the polar coordinate ~.
,
For conical flow, the calculations can be performed in the
following way: From conical-flow calculations, the values of Vr and
Vn as functions of $ are kuown, where Vr is the radial component
—..—- -.. ...— .- —-.—-—— —.—— ___ —..... .. .. ——. -..—— –-——.- - .——-----
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and vu the normal component of the flow field in polar coordinates
referred to the limiting velocity (fig. 4). The follc&ing expressions
for Vo, & ~ 90 can be determined
Therefore, P. +
a point A on the
family AC and of
V2 2 +.vr2= Vn
from the cone calculations:
1 –1+ 2“
—. sin2po
V02 7-1
-L
} (53)
I
~oand90- p. . are Wown as functions of *. From \
conical bdy, the characteristic line of the first
the second f&ily AD can be drawn. The line is defined
by the expressions
- YA t~(p + q)A+ ‘(~ + 9)E
‘E .
%? - xA 2
‘F - yA
%-XA= 2
In order to construct a characteristicnet that requires only a swill
amount of calculatim, the points of the net are chosen along straight
lines from O so that the conical property of the flow can be utilized.
The net can be constructed by ~g the steps along the lxxiy.
When point B is chosen along AO, the point E along AC is determined
by dratig BE parallel to AF. From E and F (along OE and AD) the lines
GE parallel to J-IFand l?2parallel to EK can be determined, and the
point G Canbe obtatied.. From G and H, point M can be obtained, and by
proceeding in a similar way, all the ~aracteristic net can be deter-
mined. The coefficients of equations (50) are the same”for each point I?,
F, and E along the same radius, The tabulated values”are given only in
.
.
. ——— — — ——
——. -—. —-——— .-
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the region between the body and the shock wave; however, the calcu-
lations can be etiended by means of conical calculations. For example,
from the following equations (see, for example, reference 4, p. 243,
and the following pages)
[
(R)V = -
c
v-r+ Vn cot *
2vn2
1-
1
(y - 1)(1 - V02)VC
and
() ()‘Vcsd = ‘“~c cos A~ + (R - Vr) sin A+$(-J
() ()‘r vi-w = ‘“ *C (sin A$- R-vr) cos A*v~
(where R is the radius of curvature of the streamline
(54)
,1(55)+ (R)tc
in the hodo-
graph plme); therefore, the characteristic net can be extended to the
outside fluw. For conical flow the coefficients ~t, B2$, cl> m C2
can be determined as functions of ~. For conical flow, coef-
ficient %1 of equation (25) becomes
1
[
(sin PO sin q. - PO) -
(Cos p. Cos To + PO) YL
——— -----
.— ..- - —
__—
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and Cl becomes
and
L)1 ‘Vod~ 1 (Sinzpo + )
7“1 +
cl’———V. d~ Al CoSapo 2 Sin%.
()d~ . (sinvsinqo+po- $)z
xl Y Cos(vo + PO)
TherefoE,
t ()axvo~>
L
(57)
*
(56)
..
.
.
L
()dVo 1 sin * -90+P0(W ~ sin P. sin 90 + P. - v)
.—— -. —.—.. .—.—.
.—
27
b=
a
=.
—
1 v
COB p. o
and
()c&J$= ld$x 1
()[ (1 dVo 1=—— Sin%. + )7-1 -V. d~ ~ COS2po 2 Sinzpo
1
(
1+ 7
1
- I q$ - ‘?O+ PO)
cosq30 )2 sin2~o sin(~o + PO - t) .
d
()
dx
aq
—= C2ZX2
H[ (1 dVo=——V. d?r )“+’stiqo+ 7-1 -$ Cos $0 2 sin2~o
1 ( )-“1 si?+o + fJo -1+ 7 @cosppo 12 sin2~o sin(v - Cpo+ Po)
(m)
.—..- .—.- . ..—__ _.r ______
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dvo_ Vn Vr +Vn Cotv
—. .—
.
u
‘-(7 +1)(1 -V02)
If equations (58) are used, the coefficients of equations (50) can be
expressed as follows:
h
‘=~(t35- %) (ad+ag5)
lV
- *gk)(cgk+ ‘g5)
‘=ii(g5
~=w-b- *f5wf5+w
(59)
- ~ II - *f5 df5 + dg5)(‘-kti )( J
Because the coefficients a,
of $ and of the free-stream Mach
only once for different values of
therefore, the calculation of any flow field for Wch the basic flow
can be considered a conical flow can be reduced to the solution of a
few linear equations with lamwn coefficients.
b, c, and d are functions only
number M, they need to be calculated
Ml and given in tabulated form, and,
In order to try the method, the flow around an ogive, as shown in
figure 5, has been determined at M = 3.016, by the methd of character-
istics and by the method of linearized characteristics. In figure 5 the
usual characteristicnet is shown, while ti figure 6 the linearized
characteristicnet and the basic body are presented. As a first basic
body the cone chosen is the cone tangent to the apex having a cone angle
Of 12.5°. The cone chosen is not the most convenient because the values
of q at the end of the ogive are large, and a better appro-tion
would be obtained if a cone of sm2illercone angle would be considered as
the basic bcdy. A cone somewhat different from the ogive considered has
been chosen in ofier to have same information on the approximation of
the method for sensible variations of the shape of the bcdy from the
basic body. ‘
.
. ————. —...—.— --
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Downstream of the characteristic line AB, the velocity com-
ponents Vl and ql would become large because at the surface of the
bdy the component q iS quite different from the component (pO of
the basic flow; therefore, the flow determination in the region ‘down-
stream of the line AB has been considered as a new problem, defined by
the flow alongAB and from the streamline that represents the bcdy
shape. In this region a new basic flow has been considered. Again, a
conical flow field has been assumed as the basic flow. From the values
of q and V at B and A, and from the order of magnitude of q down.
stream along the body, a conical flqw field that would give a small
disturbance component in this region has been selected. The cone chosen
for the second part is a 50 cone at M = 3.077. The cone is entirely
contained within the hly considered in the region used in the calcu-
lations
conical
In
ponents
as shown in figure 6, and the most convenient region of the
flow field is used for the calculations.
order to pass from one basic body shaye to the other, the com-
Vl and ~ along the characteristic line AB for the second
basic body must be determined. This ope=tion can be performd by
determining the value of Vo! +Vl~ and qo~ + q)l~ at the points a,
l b, and n of figure 6 for the first basic bcdy, by interpolating the
values at the points at, b?; and n~ between characteristics 1 and 2
along the characteristic of the other family and then determining the
new value of Vl” @ ql” for the
the expressions
#
h“ ‘v
v’ =9
where VOW and qo” are the values
body at the ~osition considered and
first basic body.
second Wsic baly along AB from
- Vo”
-90”
Ofvandql for the second basic
vo~ and qo~, the values for the
.
—
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The calculations by linearized characteristics required the solu-
tion of u linear equations of the type of equation (47), (k8), or (49)
with one unknown and the interpolation of four points, which can be done
in a very short time (of the order of 1 hour) when the net is drawn and
the coefficients of the equations are determined. The pressure distri-
bution obtain~ is presented in figure 7 and is compared with the pres-
sure distribution obtained from the exact method.
For the back part of the body where the flow differs slightly from
parallel flow, a cylindrical body with uniform flow at different Mach
numbers can be considered as the basic @ly. In each region of the
flow the Mach number for the basic flow is constant; however, the com-
ponent u can be approdmated convenientlyby changing the basic-flow
Mach number.
When the body has a tail, a conical solution as proposed in refer-
ence 6 for flow inside a tube can be assumed as the basic baiy. In this
case, each streamline of the conical solution can be considered as the
shape of the basic baly (fig. 8), and the flow field can be obtained
from conical-flow calculations,which can be determined easily in the
hodographp:ane. By changing the strength of the final shock of the
conical solution, different ratios between nwdmum cross-sectionalarea
and tail area can be obtained. Any part of the streamline can be
assun@ as the basic body shape.
.
.
The present methd does not require the existence of a linearized
solution and, therefore, can be applied also at high Mach numbers.
This method permits obtaining the shape of the shock wave and taking
into account entropy variations. High precision can be obtained by
using several basic flow fields for the different regions of the body
considered. Because of the simplicity of the calculations, the systek
atic calculations and tabulation of coefficients of equations (58) for
different cones and different Mach numbers would be of great practical
interest.
Tabulated values can be obtained also in the following way: For
each cone OC of cone angle q. considered, a superposed flow must be
calculated as shown, for example, in figure 9(a). The values of Vl
and cpl for this superposed flow are obtained at given points of the
characteristicnet. Eecause of the linearization of equations, if the
superposed flow changes in intensity, the values of VI and ql .at”
every point ch”angeproportionately. Because of the conical property,
if the point A (fig. 9(b)) moves along CC, the flow field changes in
scale; therefore, the effect on a point E due to the superposed flow
field @l .starting at A is equal to the effect of a linearized flow
.
.
.
—- -—-
—.—. _— ——
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.
field starting at At and of intensity @l at a
point Et defined by
corresponding
%3’ ‘A’ yE’
—=— =—
xE XA yE
Therefore, when the flow field for th& Usturbance AB is determined,
the effect of any disturbance of the type of the disturbance AB in the
entire flow field can be obtained. Then any body shape can be con-
sidered as a supe~osition of flow fields of the type of fluw corres-
ponding to the disturbance @ placed along the basic cone. From the
simple calculatim of the fluw for the shape AB, the velocity can be
determined by means of the equation
n
E
V=vo+ .Vn
1
where n is the number-of the superposed flows that affect the point
considered.
Consider, for example, figure 10. Several linearized flow dis-
turbances must be superposed on the basic conical flow field. First,
a supe~osed conical flow at O that can be obtaind from conical-flow
calculatims must be considered. At A. a superposed disturbance must
be added in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at A. If the
calculations have been performed for the disturbance at a. and
for @l = 1, the velocity at A can be obt&ei from
‘A= (VO)A + (V1)A + (V2)A
where (VO)A is the velocity of thebasic flow at A, VI() is theA
velocity disturbance at A due to the conical flow superposed at O,
and (V2)A is proportional to
[ 1
92A = 9A - (qo)A + (@A
—.—— . . ..— .- —— -—— —— —-–.—.—— ——. -
~——.—— .-— -
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and can be obtained from
() (q A - (V2)AVP —-
b (fw’)~
where b is determined by
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In a
At B
and
XA
‘A _ y~
<’ %-%
similar way V2 is determined at the points B, C, and so
another linearized flow field having velocity components
vj must be considered where
forth.
V3
(’3)B = ~ - ~O)B + (’l)B ‘ (’2)~
(V3)B=‘v2)b-
a
where b is defined by
Because of the rapidity of calculation, the variation of any geometrical
parameter can be investigated in practical applications without the
necessity of a large amount of numerical work.
.
—. —--—..———–
..—.
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Conical Flow Field without Axial Symetry
The calculation of slender bcxlieswithout tial symmetry requires
the determination of conical flow without axial symmetry, which can be
done by means of the linearized characteristicmethod. The basic prob-
lem of the determination of conical flow consists in dete~ing the
shape of the conical shock wave produced by the bmly. When the shape
of the shock is determined, the flow field around the bcdy can be
obtained by means of numerical calculations (see, for example, refer-
ence 4). Because the relation between the shape of the bdy and the
shape of the shock wave is not lmown a priori, the methd. of linearized
characteristics can be particularly useful for flow determination of
this kind. An approximate shape of the shock wave is assumed as the
basic solution and the flow field inside the shock is determined; then
a linearized flow field is superposed in order to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the body. The calculations are simple if the basic flow
can be determined analytically or numerically without a large amount of
calculation. For example, for slender bodies the basic flow can be the
.
axially symmetric flow for which values are available in tabulated form.
Consider a conical shock wave which cam be defined in polar coordinates
as
a m
~s‘(~o)a ‘~ (*n) Cos ‘e ‘~(’J~) sin m6 (60)
o s o s
.
where all the values of Vn and vm are s~ll so that terms of the
order of *n2 can be neglected. Such a shock wave is approximately of
circular cross section, as is found for slender conical balies. If the
flow is assumed to have a symmetry plane, the second summation of equa-
tion (60) is equal to zero.
The velocity components in the radial direction (Vr)l, in the
()tangential direction VT and in the direction normal to the1’
shock ()‘N 1 in front of the shock wave are (see fig. 11):
()‘r 1 = vl Cos $
()VT =V1sin*sina1
(61)
J
I
— . - ——.- ———- -—- — . ————- _ —— .. —-- .-.—.
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where all the velocity components are referred to the limiting velocity
ana ais
shock wave
shock wave
the angle of the dihedral between the plane normal to the
and the plane containing the reference Ws. Across the
the following relations-are valid:
.
.( - Vfcos % - V12sin% sin2a
()
7- 11 )
‘n =
-—
2 7+1 vl sin ~ Cos a
(Vdl = (vd2
.
(Vr)l = (vr)2~
(62)
.
If the velocity components Vr, Vn, and w of the flow field in polar
coordinates are considered at each point ~ = ~. + ) n~n cos ne
~
(fig. I-1),
() Vfcos%- - VI%% sin%‘n -—$= - VI sin * sin2a7+1 VI sin 1$
.
(63a)
(63b)
–. .—
—— -— ——. -.. ———-—
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(W)* = -Vlsinysinacosa+
(7-11 - V12COS+ - )V12sin% sin2a sin a (63c)7+1 v~ sin * Cos y
but
dv =
z-
n~n sin ne
a=
Sinvde . sin v
Therefore, the velocity
eqpation (60), if terms
components behind the
of the o-r Gf $mz
conical shock wave of
are neglected, are
7-1
1- v12cos2(vo)s
()vn*=-—
s
7 + 1 VI s~(~o)a
(w)*a =
( 1- V12COS2(VO)7-1 Cos(*0) 2v~ - )s7+1 s VI sin2(Vo)s
7-1
(1
1
- V12COS%O*
vl-—
7+1 VI Sin%-oa ~ ‘(*n)a
sin ne
-1
.——-- ... . ..- .—. .—. . ___ _— ____ ___ _—__— .—._ ______ . . .
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Then, the velocity components behind the shock definedby equation (60)
can be expressed as:
where vro,
‘no, (~r)n, (~n)nj ad wn are independent of ~,
‘r. and Vn correspond to the flow field for circular conicalo
( 1 )()}% ‘n.- V12COS 0sml - -—VI s@08 a’+ 40s (66)
[1 ()
(W)nto =v~. + s~wo
s Vo
s
and
— —
‘r. + Vn
1
cot q.
o
1 - %2
2
a.
*oB
.
.
.
.-. —_— -— .-
——— ——. —--—— -
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It can be shown that
fies the boundary at
the flow field
a surface of a
defined
conical
—
.
.
as in equation (65) satis-
lxilydefined by
(67)
if the terms ~
%
are small and quantities of the order of V
%2 ‘r
higher are negligible with respect to terms of the order of tn. At
the surface of the bdy the velocity
the baiy; therefore, at each point A
must be tangent to the surface of
of the bcdy
and, therefore, the boundary conditions can be expressed in the approxi-
mation considered as
> (~)tc (vn)8(’Mcn2sti%e
= 4
sin *C
where the subscript vOc indicates quantities at the surface of the
basic circular bcxlyand WC indicates quantities at the surface of the
conical b&y considered where the parameters (*n)s aregiven byequa-
tion (60) and deftie the shape of the shock. Because each term of the
. . —. .. ..———.—.—.— . —. — --
--— -———
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right-side summation is of the order of
are
()‘% ‘0
*OC
(WJ5JJVOC = -
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(*.)2, the boundary conditions
(%),%J(’k)~ (68)
.
.
Equations (~) show that the basic flow defined by the components
‘r.
~ is the flow corresponding to a circular cone of angle Toand v
and permits relation of the equation of the conical shock to the equa-
tion of the conical bdy. The coefficients (Vr)n, (Vn)n, a (W)n
for different values of n can be determined for a given free-stream
Mach number and value of (~o)C or (~o)s; therefore, from equa-
tions (6o), (65), (67), and (63), the flow field around any conical bcxlv
of the type given by equation (67) can be
are small.
The determination of the quantities
functions of ~ can be obtained from the
ence 3):
obtained when th~ terms @ jnc
(Vr)nj (Vn)n, ~d (win as
following equation (see refer-
“
.
(69)
.
.
. ..—_- —- -—--
—.—. —.-—- —- .- ——-- .- —-
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Equation (69), because of expressions (65), gives
1( )
a(vn)n ~ ~~2
()‘r ~ +av. —=
a.2
&
()-Vnn
—(a-n ~-1 )Vr + v= cot $Cotv+ ++— 4 ‘n.300a. a. 2
.
‘n.
L
()‘r n
(
1+ Y-1
39
v~
o
+ Vno cot *
2
1
‘n.
-—
2
ao )2‘rovno n%..sin $ (70)
Because of the approximation considered, the entropy remains constant
in each meridian plane,outside of a vorticose layer of infinitesimal
thickness around the bd.y (see reference 3). Indeed,
a2bS=v &r av—— nstivti
YR be aq
-vrx- =+vrwsinly+vnw Costf
‘n be (n)
vnsinl@2=.-. *
aq ae ‘ (72)
af3From equation (v) there results — of the order of
ae (I!n); there-S
fore, where vn + O, as is of the order of *=2 and can be neglected.. “
m
Then
a2 as o——=
YR b~
bvr W*+ W ~n
‘-vr5-
—. + Vrvn - #’cot *
a~ sti * ae (73)
-.—— — -——- — --— -—- —- ——-—----———..–— ——._ .—____ ..___ . .. .
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or, in the appro-tion considered,
(74)
a-vn
— is the radius of the hodograph diagram ti the plane
‘m ‘r + at
e = Constant (see reference 4) ti (vn)n and (vr)n can be obtitied
from a step-by-step calculation fram V = ~OS to *O =*% by means
of the equations
1(75)
where Rn at station $ is obtained from equation (70) and
can be calculated from the values of (Vr)n, (V’n)njUd (w)n at *.
The value of
~)]
w n ~-A~
can be obtain~ from
()and s can be obtained from equation (71) whereav ~
(77)
.——..—. .. ...— .——
——. . —. -—
——— ———— -—-----
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s =
and s~ is independent of
so + s~ L *n cos ne (m)
~ and can be determined from the equations
of the shock from the expression
where *S is the inclination of the shock. Then
2 awn
.%l=vno —
yR Sti * ~v
+Tro(Vr)n +Vno(Vn)n +
Vrwnsinv+vnwncos v, o’ 0
while, if the quantity S1 is neglected smd the flow is considered
potential flow,
()‘r n
‘n =
.—
sin w
(79)
(80)
The method presented has been applied to the determination, for the con-
dition of zero angle of attack, of the flow field around a cone having
an elliptical cross section with axes in’the ratio of about 1 to 3, for
which experimental data were available at M = 1.8, and for a cone of
elliptical cross section of ratio 1 to 1.88. The calculations have
been perfomned in the following way: The bcd.iesare shown in fig-
ures 12(a) and 12(b). The value of ~ at 13= 0° is equal to 6.3o,
while the value of ~ at 13= 900 is equal to 18.4°.
The angle + can be expressed as
~=w-o +15&-+v+
c Cos b + *3C
COS 6e +
*% Cos 8e + ‘5~ Cos l-oe (81)
.- —--- .——-. . . . .—. ..- .
,- —...—....— _ —. ..-— — .— -
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.
therefore, by determining the value of $
values have been obtained: If *OC = 10°,
‘k
= -~.op
w% = 1.94°
‘3C
= -o.84°
‘$-C
= 0.430
‘‘5C
= -0.16°
at six points, the following
Therefore, 4 10° cone at zero angle of attack is assumed as the basic
baiy. Reference 5 gives tabulated values for a 10° cone at Ml = 1.816
and the calculationshave been performed at this Mach number. ‘The
table gives
The entropy variations s~
if = 34.45°
0s
are small and are neglected. ‘Thenj
()‘r = -0.0145%
(W)% = 0.0255
()‘n n = 1.285s .
———___ .. ——— ——.— ..
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The values of (Pr)n> (Vn)n> ~ (W)n bet~~ *0s and ~ haveOc
been determined by~ans of equations (70), (75), and (8o). Then ~lsj
~%, and ~% have been determined from equations (68) where
()avno =-2Va* PO ( rO)q = -2x 0.60000
5e values of VS obtained are:
‘%= -0.24°
% =
5.10 X1O-3
.
v=3s
-1.7° X1O-4
f-s=7.4° x 10-6
t $5s =
-30 x 10-7
As is shown from the analysis of the values of *S and $C, the shock
is very close to a circular shock wave even for large departure of the
baiy from the circular cross section, and the effect of the terms corre-
sponding to n = 6, 8, and 10 is very small. The velocity component
at the surface of the bd.y are obtained from equation (65) at v = V.
and the pressure distribution present@ in figure 13 is obtained. b
the same figure, the pressure distributions obtained by using the same
calculated values of (vr)n~ (vn)n~ ‘d (W)n ‘or M = 1*8’ aromd
an elliptical cone with a cross section having axes in the ratio of 1
to 1.88 are also shown. The conical bdy having an ellipse of axis
ratio 1 to 3 has the same cross-sectional area as a circular cone
of *O = 11oo Its pressure drag obtained from this calculation
is ~ = O.0~, in comparison with 0.12 for the circular cone. The
conical bcdy having as cross section an ellipse with-axes in the ratio
of 1 to 1.88 has a tig coefficient of 0.103, while the equivalent
circular cone of *o = 10° 30? has ~ =’0.115. Therefore, those
_.—. . -——.—. —___ .. ———.—z. ._ _ ___ ___.____
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calculations indicate
have larger drag than
that conical bodies
cones of elliptical
The results obtained agree well tith
NACA TN 2515
of circular cross sectiaa
cross section.
the experimental results,
also, if the baly shape cho;en requires large wilues for the
~@e (Vn)CO With the same flow fields (Vr)n> (vn)n~ ~d (w)nj w
other conical shape having two planes of symnetry represent~ by an
equation (81) when to is 10° can ye obtained at M = 1.816. If the
flow has only one plane of symmetry, only the terms in cos e, cos 3e,
and so forth, must be considered; while, if no sytmnetryexists, terms
in sin ne and cos ne must be cmidered.
me KLOW fields defined by (Vr)n, (Vn)nj ad (W)n H be
obtained and given in tabulated form without a large amount of numerical
work as for circular cones, and, therefore, the determination of conical
bcdies can be performed without difficulty in a very short time.
When the shock shape is somewhat different from a cone having
circular cross section, the basic flow field must be different from the
axially symmetric. However, if the basic conical-flow components are
expressed in the form
‘r =Vr +V %
f(e)
a
u
%%
w = ~fi(e)
the basic flow can still be obtained by
tions of motion in two meridian planes,
C= be detemined exactly. For conical
then, have wide application to any form
solving numerically the equa-
and, therefore, the basic flow
flow the linearized method can,
of boundary conditions.
Flow Fields Around Slender Bodies without Symmetry
When the conical flow is determined, the method of characteristics
can be applied to the determination of slender bcdies. The equations
used are similar to the equations for circular bodi”esat angles of
attack, and can be directly derived from those equations (reference 2).
Few values of n are required for the determination of the flow
field, and one set of calculations can be used for several bmlies having
.
——
——.—.————- -—-—-
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the same basic lmly; therefore, the method can be of interest for prac-
tical applications.
Quasi-Twc-Dimensional Flow Fields
In many general three-dimensional flow fields of pmctical interest
the flow is not too different from a two-&hnensional flow, and, there-
fore, the velocity field and entropy field can be expressed as in equa-
tions (1) and (2) with good practical approximation. Flow fields of
this kind are found, for example, in wings having plan forms which can
be considered close to the two—dimem ional type with some twist or a
variatim of thickness distribution along the span. Flow fields of
this kind can be considered also in some problems in which interference
between a wing and a two-dimensional tail (downWash effects) or between
a two-dimensionalwing and a body is considered. In all these problems
of practical interest for the airplane design, the component w in the
direction of the span of the wing can be considered snuill;therefore,
equation (1) can be used and the components ~ and VI depending on
the three-dimensional effect can also be considered smll. ‘
Equation (17) expressed along the characteristic line of the first
family ~ = tan (P. + qo) in the plane z = Constmt is:
dV1
--
ax
tan$0 q+dx
Sin=’$odsl
—.
7R .dx
+
dwl
=—
dz
tsn p. sin PO
Cos(qo +-PO)
(82)
while along the second characteristic line ~ = tan(qo - PO) the
following equation is valid:
~ dVl *1 Sin%. ds~ ~~ + ‘1 dwl ~ tan PO 8iIlPO
——+tanpo=+— —- ~c2=— —
V. dx 7R dx o dz Vo Cos To - Po)(
(83)
where Ij, B2, Cl, and C2 am defined by equations (20). Alo~ each
streamline so,
dwl ~Vl Wl ao2
—=—
dso az ‘r=
(84)
_—.. —— .— .
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Equations (82), (83), ti (84) permit the
field by relatively simple procedures.
Consider, for example, a wing having
determination
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of the fluw
twist, variable profile dis-
tribution, ~variable chomi, as shown in figure 14. The wing can be
analyzed by means of the linearized characteristicsmethcxlin the fol-
lowing way: First, the root and tip profiles are considered. Section a
and section b have different relative thicknesses and chonis.
If the variation from a
two-djnlensionalcross section
means of linear interpolation
and b.
The profiles a and b
to b is linear, the properties of a
at any station c can be obtained by
between the corresponding values at a
are analyzed by means of two-dimensional- “
flow theo-~ and the characteristicnet; and &e values of the coef-
ficients q, q, cl, and C2 are determined from two-dimensional
considerations. If entropy effects are neglected or incorporated in
the linearized flow, the coefficients Ij, ~, Cl, and C2 can be
determined as for the case of two-dimensional potential flow at each
point of the axis (equations (29), (30), and (34)) and are constant
along characteristic lines of the first family. Then the linearized
flow is defined as the flow that cmsiders the three-dimensional effects
and the entropy distribution. Therefore,
u = UO(X,Y$Z)+ aul(xjyjz)
v= VO(X,Y,Z) + aVl(xyYjz)
1
(85)
w= awl(x,y,z)
.-J
where u. and v. are the potential-flow solutions in the plane
z = Constant and satisfy the boundary cotitions in the plane
z = constant, U1 and VI are the components due to the presence
of WI (and of the variation of entropy), and a can be a coefficient,
for em.mplej proportional to the twist distribution or to the thickness
variation. Because U. and v. are functions Of x, y, and z, while
for the basic flow they have been determined from two-dimensional con-
~uo ~d @
siderations,
Z- 3Z
are not zero; therefore, equation (22) ‘
becomes
— . — —.—. ..—
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,
where $ is the variation of-the velocity component for the basic
flow.
. .
When WI is considered small, in all the
2UWh ~d &@&
a2 az a2 az
can still be neglected in
flow field the terms
the differential equa-
tions along the characteristic lines, and, therefore, equations (82)
and (83) are still valid.
At each plane z = Constant, the chamcteristic net is -own;
therefore, the intersections of the shock wave for the total flow with
a plane y = Constant can he determined from characteristic calcu-
lations. IfO is a point at the leading edge of the wing (fig. 14(b)),
the shock wave at O can be obtained from shock-wave considerationsand
from the bounda~ conditions because b at O is known, and at O the
shock is two-dimensional. Therefore, the velocity components U1
and vl at O are zero, while ~ is given
a80
plane x = XA is assumed to be close to the
teristic lines W and CA can be drown in any
for the basic flow.
by equation (86). If the
plane x = Xo, the charac-
meridian plane conside~d
At the point O, is zero and, in the neighborhoal of O alongV1
the shock L the velocity can be expressed as
(87)
Now, along the shock’wme the direction of the velocity behind the shock
is related to the intensity from the equations of the shock wave; there-
fore, the direction cpl
shock as a function of
is hewn.
a%along the=—
bL
shock and the shape of the
avl avl
K
are determined when —
bL
along the shock
—. —.—. .— -- — -——-——.- . .—————— . ..-. -..———— -.———--—-- -——-—-- .——
—— . . . —.-’
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If the velocity VI at a point A of the bcdy is
then the velocity at C and B can
W
~ from equations (82) and
‘f as
(88)
be determined as a function
(83), because the value of WI at A
iS given from equation (86) and is known, and the value of ~ can be
obtained mom the value of WI at A in several planes z = Constant.
If in equations (82) and (83) the values of VI, S1, and cpl at
B and C are expressed by means of equation (87) and of the equations
of the shock waves which give the coefficients of the expressions
avl avl
then equations (82) and (83) give two relations between —
a8 ‘d %-’
avl
and, therefore, — and 2
as 3L
can be determined.
The equation of the shock wave can relate u as a function of v,
or V1 as a fiction of Q1 without the necessity of the component w,
because the component w is proportiorialto the inclination q of the
tangent to the shock with the plane x = Constant, and VI and ~ are
()
2
functions of ~ cos q, but Ml cos q = M 1 - } = Ml in the approxi-
mation consideredhere (fig. 14(c)). The components u and v at B
.
0
-.. .— .——..—...-. — .—— .— - .. _—. ..—— —..
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and the position of B having been
z = Constant, the intersection of
determhmd, in each meridian plane
the shock in the plane y = Constant
is obtained and w at B determined. Then a point D is interpolated
in each msridian plane - the po~t E iS obtained.. ~~ Po~t F is
determined. In order to obtained (w)m, the streamline DFt for the()avo ‘basic flow mst be drawn and Z-. interpolated between Ft and E.
In a similar way, all the flow field can be obtained. The line ‘IT’
defining the plan form in figure 14(a) gust be-outside of the Mach
conoid from T. Because few points along each profile a~ required, the
largest amount of work for such a calculation is represented by the con-
struction of a basic characteristicnet which permits obtaining points
which simpli~ the determination of w. By changing the value of the
coefficient a, different thickness distributions or different twists
can be considered. The new distributions must be obtained by changing
proportionately the variation of thickness or twist with respect to the
basic wing and by varying in proportion the value of a.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The method of characteristics for supersonic flow has been simpli-
fied by assuming that one of the velocity components or the effect on
the velocity components due to variation of one physical parameter is
SM1l, so that the square of the velocity components considered SM1l
can be neglected. ?ymeans of this simplification, the flow field can
be represented as the superposition on a basic flow field (which is not
linear and must be determined by the methcd of characteristics) of
linearized flow fields which are definedby a differential equation
with variable, but bownj coefficients.
The calculations of these linearized flow fields can be perfornsd
along the characteristicnet of the basic flow field. The method has
been applied (a) to the two-dimensional flow with entropy gradient,
which has been transformed to a basic potmtial flow on which a line-
arized flow due to the entropy gradient is supeqosed, (b) to tially
symmetric problems where conical or cylindrical flows are considered
as the basic flow, (c) to the determination of the flow field around
cones or slender bodies without axial symmetv, and (d) to particular
three-dimensional flo~rs which can be simulated as a basic two-
dimensional flow on which three-dimensional linearized flows are super-
posed. Application (b) permits obtaining in a simple way the flow
field around bcdies of revolution without using linearized theory, and
indicates the possibility of using tabulated values for such determi-
nateon. Application (c) permits the determination of flow fields not
yet determined by the methcd of characteristics. Any such conical
.- . . —. —-—.-— ----——— —
-—. .——-. —. .—-— - ——.— -—— .——
flows can be detemnined by using tabulated values that can be obtained
as for cones of circular cross section at smll angles of attack. The
application in (d) can be of interest for wings of approximately two-
dimensional form having twist or thickness variation along the span and
to interference problems.
‘i
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Figure 1.- Application of the linearized characteristic system ta two- G
dimensional rotational flow. G
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Figure 2.- The baeic cherac+eristic net for *ally symmetric flow.
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Figure 4.- The basic net when conical flow is asmnued a6 the basic flow
for the linearized cheracterj.atics method.
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Figure 5.. The shape of the body analymxi end the net used for the
characteristics method for Ml = 3.016.
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Figure 8,- Conical flow for tail of axially sxtric body. Initial M - 3.2.
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Figure 9.. Determination of Mnesrized flow of conatmt intensity mperpaed
on conical flow.
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Figure 12.. The elliptical cones
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Figure 13. - Pressure distribution around the conical bodies at M = 1.81.
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(b) Wing cross section at a plane z = Constant.
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(C) Shock-wave calculation at the leading @ge.
Figure 14.- Determination of the flow around a three-dimensional supersonic
wing.
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